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Conflicted Home Apr 28 2020 The only possible thing that could make Morgan¿s world
even more difficult happened. The Japanese fleet off the coast of California was wiped
out. An even that Morgan and friends and family only knew about because of the radio
broadcasts from the Radio Free Redoubt. So far removed from them it barely warranted
notice. That is until the Chinese retaliated by launching a nuclear counter-strike against
Mac Dill Air Force base. This, did warrant their attention and had the potential to
profoundly impact their lives. As bad as the fear of nuclear fallout was, it wasn¿t the only
threat still haunting northern Lake county. With proof the Russians had pathfinder units
on the ground, at a minimum, in the state and discovery of Cuban forces cooperating with
them, something had to be done. After encountering armored units and realizing they
were ill equipped to deal with the threat, the old man called for help. The call was
answered, but would require a near impossible trip by truck to Eglin Air Force base.
America was certainly on the ropes, but she wasn¿t down yet. All Morgan wants to do is
protect his family and friends. To restore a normal sense of life. To see to it Mel and his
girls are safe and protected. He doesn¿t want to get involved in these military actions.

He¿s more focused on trying to restore power to town. But his desires are, to use a
military term, overtaken by circumstances, and, once again, Morgan and his friends are
compelled to get involved. And this time, it will cost them.
Aliens: Phalanx Jun 18 2019 The #1 New York Times best-selling author of Infected
delivers medieval carnage as a pre-industrial society fights extinction at the hands of a
massive infestation of Xenomorphs. Ataegina was an isolated world of medieval castles,
varied cultures, and conquests, vibrant until the demons rose and spread relentless
destruction. Swarms of lethal creatures with black husks, murderous claws, barbed tails
and dreaded "tooth-tongues" raged through the lowlands, killing ninety percent of the
planet's population. Terrified survivors fled to hidden mountain keeps where they eke out
a meager existence. When a trio of young warriors discovers a new weapon, they see a
chance to end this curse. To save humanity, the trio must fight their way to the tunnels of
Black Smoke Mountain--the lair of the mythical Demon Mother. Alien: Phalanx TM & ©
2019 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.
Operation Arcana Nov 04 2020 In the realms of fantasy, the battlefield is where heroism
comes alive, magic is unleashed, and legends are made and unmade. From the War of the
Ring, Tolkien•s epic battle of good versus evil, to The Battle of the Blackwater, George
R.R. Martin•s grim portrait of the horror and futility of war, these fantastical conflicts
reflect our highest hopes and darkest fears, bringing us mesmerizing visions of silver
spears shining in the sun and vast hordes of savage beasts who threaten to destroy all that
we hold dear. Now acclaimed editor John Joseph Adams is sounding the battle cry and
sixteen of today•s top authors are reporting for duty, spinning never-before-published,
spellbinding tales of military fantasy, including a Black Company story from Glen Cook,
a Paksenarrion story from Elizabeth Moon, and a Shadow Ops story by Myke Cole.
Within these pages you•ll also find World War I trenches cloaked in poison gas and
sorcery, modern day elite special forces battling hosts of the damned, and steampunk
soldiers fighting for their lives in a world torn apart by powers that defy imagination.
Featuring both grizzled veterans and fresh young recruits alike, including Tanya Huff,
Simon R. Green, Carrie Vaughn, Jonathan Maberry, and Seanan McGuire, Operation
Arcana is a must for any military buff or fantasy fan. You•ll never look at war the same
way again. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). CONTRIBUTORS: Elizabeth Moon Tobias Buckell & David Klecha
Myke Cole Jonathan Maberry Genevieve Valentine Django Wexler Yoon Ha Lee Weston
Ochse Myke Cole Ari Marmell Tanya Huff Carrie Vaughn TC McCarthy Glen Cook
Simon R. Green Seanan McGuire Linda Nagata At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About John Joseph Adams: _John
Joseph Adams has become one of those editors who I know will put together something I
will love to read and know that the book I•m about to purchase isn•t going to let me
down.Ó ¾Wil Wheaton _Merits a place on fantasy fans• bookshelves.Ó ¾Publishers
Weekly, on Epic: Legends of Fantasy _A genuine triumph. . . . [A] ‰must buy• for every
sci-fan you know.Ó ¾Romantic Times, a _Top PickÓ for February 2013, on The Mad
Scientist•s Guide to World Domination
DC House of Horror (2017-) #1 Jul 12 2021 An all-new, all-creepy one-shot set in the
DC Universe-just in time for Halloween! Martha Kent fights for her life against a creature

from a spacecraft that lands in front of her farmhouse. A young woman is possessed by
the spirit of a murderous Amazon warrior. The last surviving member of the Justice
League faces down a horror beyond imagining. All these and more are what happens
when the most exciting new voices in contemporary horror fiction are paired with the
talents of some of the greatest artists in the DC firmament! And if that isnÕt enough to
scare you, thereÕs Keith Giffen, too.
Scarecrow Gods Mar 20 2022 Winner of the Bram Stoker Award! Scarecrow Gods is the
tale of Maxom Phinxs, a black man tortured and disfigured in Vietnam. Maxom, called
the Maggot Man by the Tennessee locals, is feared and reviled because of his appearance.
Even so, he takes under his wing a troubled young boy named Danny who's fighting
incest rumors to repair a shattered family, wondering every day if his sister will return to
clear it all up. In southern Arizona, John the New Baptist has created a new religion
promising salvation. Most people believe in his strange ways. They don't understand he is
establishing a herd for his personal use. Only Simon, a faithless Alexian Brother, and a
homeless man named Billy Bones who speaks in palindromes, anagrams and metaphor
realize the evil and engage the Scarecrow Gods-a circle of immense saguaro dressed in
Salvation Army clothes who speak wisdom in the wind from pursed coke bottle lips.
Maxom, Simon, Danny and Billy, all fight and converge upon the center of evil as each
journeys through the world of imagination, the Land of Inside-Out and across America,
striving to defeat demons both personal and real to ultimately discover their deserved
salvations.
In Laymon's Terms Mar 28 2020 This massive, oversized tribute anthology for Richard
Laymon features short fiction and personal remembrances from dozens and dozens of the
biggest names in horror and Laymon's biggest fans. In addition, there are more than on
hundred pages of "Rarities and Fan Favorites" from Richard Laymon's personal files ‹
stories, interviews, and more, including a 17 page photo album personally selected by
Ann Laymon. Several of these rare pieces were scanned directly from Laymon's original
manuscripts and contain his handwritten corrections. Featuring more than 600 pages of
fiction and essays written in honor of the man, author, and friend, In Laymon's Terms is
personal, moving, and wildly entertaining. This is a unique hardcover that would have
made Richard Laymon proud.
Age of Blood Apr 21 2022 Tom Clancy meets The X-Files in Weston Ochse's SEAL
Team 666 series starring the Navy SEALs who handle supernatural threats When a
Senator's daughter is kidnapped by a mysterious group with ties to the supernatural . . .
it's clearly a job for SEAL TEAM 666. As Triple Six gets involved, they discover links to
the Zeta Cartel, a newly discovered temple beneath Mexico City, and a group known as
Followers of the Flayed One. International politics, cross-border narco-terrorism, and an
insidious force operating inside the team soon threaten to derail the mission. Forced to
partner with several militant ex-patriots and a former Zeta hitman-turned-skinwalker,
Triple Six is the world's only hope to stop the return of the Age of Blood.
Corrupts Absolutely? Sep 21 2019 Dark metahuman fiction featuring stories from Peter
Clines, Weston Ochse, Joe McKinney, Cat Rambo, and many more. DESCRIPTION The
only family member to survive the 9/11 attacks. A sidekick-turned-construction-worker.
Teenaged products of an institute for unwanted metahumans. A man who can make

anyone do anything. Are they heroes? Are they villains? Sometimes they're both. Often at
the same time. Corrupts Absolutely? collects twenty-three tales from veteran authors and
newcomers, each with a unique perspective on what it might really be like to be
superhuman in today's day and age. In the center of such a roiling mass of uncertainty and
excitement lies one important truth: the fight against good or evil is never as important as
the fight for or against oneself. CONTENTS Retribution - Tim Marquitz Hollywood
Villainy - Weston Ochse Mental Man - William Todd Rose The Real Church - Jeremy
Hepler Ozymandias Revisited - A.S. Fox Enlightened by Sin - Jason M. Tucker Bedtime
Story - Peter Clines The Origin of Slashy - Jeff Strand Conviction - Edward M. Erdelac
Threshold - Kris Ashton Oily - A.D. Spencer Hero - Joe McKinney Pride - Wayne Ligon
G-Child - Malon Edwards Past Imperfect: A Scorpion Story - Warren Stockholm Illusion
- Karina L. Fabian Sabre - Anthony Laffan Crooked - Lee Mather Fixed - Trisha J.
Wooldridge Acquainted with the Night - Cat Rambo Gone Rogue - Wayne Helge Max
and Rose - Andrew Bourelle PRAISE "The editor has done a fine job of assembling a
batch of stories filled with attitude and badassery." -Superheronovels.Com "Lincoln
Crisler has taken pains to choose this myriad collection of stories exploring the theme of
Metahumans acting out inhumanely and there are quite a few zingers to this collection.
This is a collection very much in the vein of Masked by Lou Anders; however, with a
tenebrious and twisted bent to it." -Fantasy Book Critic "Corrupts Absolutely? is a great
anthology with a concept that never gets old. Each of the stories is incredibly unique,
even the ones that deal with a similar power or theme. I had a great time with this and I
didn't dislike a single story. That's hard to do. Highly Recommended!" -Only the Best
Sci-Fi and Fantasy "Lincoln Crisler's compilation is commendable for showing a range of
variations on its theme. The contributors address the motif from different aspects and
genres. Aficionados of horror will find several tales to whet their genre appetite." Hellnote
Bone Chase May 22 2022 In true The Da Vinci Code fashion, a taut thriller filled with
rival factions vying for control of the truth in a giant global conspiracy. There were giants
on the earth in those days—at least that’s what the Bible says. But, where are they? Did
they ever really exist at all? When out-of-work math teacher Ethan McCloud is sent a
mysterious box, he and his ex-girlfriend begin to unravel a mystery 10,000 years in the
making—and he is the last hope to discovering the world’s greatest conspiracy. Chased
by both the Six-Fingered Man and the Council of David, Ethan must survive the
chase—and find the truth.
The Room Upstairs May 30 2020 You can't choose your family, but sometimes they're
all that stand between you and utter darkness. Martin Gable is a boy becoming a man, but
nothing can prepare him for the evil that has just entered his home. A mysterious
doorway has appeared on the landing outside his bedroom. Something is alive inside of it.
Something old and extremely hungry. As old resentments arise and home becomes a
dangerous place, Martin must become a man and face down the monsters his family has
brought home with them. Before it's too late. Supernatural chiller novel from master of
the genre, Iain Rob Wright.
Empire of Salt Sep 02 2020 A DREAD TIDE! The Olivers have a chance to make a new
home by the Salton Sea. Looking forward to Californian fun, sun and adventure they are

unprepared for the ecological devastation they find. The sea is rotting, the town of
Bombay Beach is dying and the citizens are like bait, waiting to be plucked from their
homes by what comes from the sea. For just off the coast something lies in wait, a
government secret gone wrong, a deadly experiment that has created a breed of zombie
like no other. Beware the coming of the green, the townsfolk say. Beware the coming of
the night!
The Ninja Daughter Jun 11 2021 The Ninja Daughter is an action-packed thriller about
a Chinese-Norwegian modern-day ninja with Joy Luck Club family issues who fights the
Los Angeles Ukrainian mob, sex traffickers, and her own family to save two desperate
women and an innocent child. After her sister is raped and murdered, Lily Wong
dedicates her life and ninja skills to the protection of women. But her mission is
complicated. Not only does she live above the Chinese restaurant owned by her
Norwegian father and inspired by the recipes of her Chinese mother, but she has to hide
her true self from her Hong Kong tiger mom who is already disappointed in her
daughter's less than feminine ways, and who would be horrified to know what she had
become. But when a woman and her son she escorted safely to an abused women’s
shelter return home to dangerous consequences, Lily is forced to not only confront her
family and her past, but team up with a mysterious—and very lethal—stranger to rescue
them.
The Brink Aug 21 2019 “Murray and Wearmouth’s latest THE BRINK is a whiteknuckled rollercoaster. This novel is chocked full of everything I love: strange creatures,
a world teetering on the edge, and heroes who I’d want at my side during any firefight.
This isn’t just a story hopped on steroids—but one injected with nitrous and blazing on
all cylinders. Give me more!” —James Rollins, #1 New York Times bestseller of
Crucible The sequel to the international bestseller (including #1 Sunday Times bestseller)
Awakened, by one of the stars of TruTV’s Impractical Jokers and a bestselling science
fiction author. Former NYC Mayor Tom Cafferty has been haunted by the horror of a
single day. The opening of the brand new Z-train subway line beneath the Hudson
River—the supposed shining moment of his tenure. But the ribbon-cutting ceremony
turned deadly when the train carrying Cafferty’s wife and other citizens was attacked by a
horde of hyper intelligent, bloodthirsty creatures previously unknown to humanity.
Everything changed for Cafferty, ex-NYPD officer Sarah Bowcut, and tech-expert Diego
Munoz that day. They had uncovered the deadly truth: the attack was no accident. And
now the creatures that wreaked havoc underneath New York have spread worldwide, and
with a massive cover-up—and a secret organization holding nations hostage with the
knowledge of how to kill them—Cafferty’s team must fight against impossible odds to
save the entire planet from an apocalyptic scale disaster. An explosive and thrilling
international adventure, the stakes are even higher in the latest book from bestselling duo
James S. Murray and Darren Wearmouth!
Nightmare House Oct 03 2020 Claiming his inheritance, Ethan Gravesend unlocks longburied secrets within a sinister mansion and awakens its nest of hungry spirits in this
chilling gothic horror novel of ghosts and psychic phenomena from Bram Stoker Awardwinning novelist, Douglas Clegg -- Book One of the Harrow Series. "Clegg's stories can
chill the spine so effectively that the reader should keep paramedics on standby." - Dean

Koontz An unquiet grave... Psychic manifestations, poltergeist activity, hallucinations,
and other residue of terror have all been documented in Harrow. It is a place of
paranormal nightmare. "Clegg is the best horror writer of the post-Stephen King
generation."- Bentley Little, bestselling author of The Haunted. . Ethan doesn't suspect
the horror that awaits him -- the terror of the woman trapped within the house, the visions
of occult rituals and psychic manifestation -- and the endless crying of an unseen child.
"Douglas Clegg has become the new star in horror fiction." - Peter Straub, NY Times
bestselling author of The Talisman (with Stephen King) and Ghost Story. Don't Miss A
Single Harrow Novel! The Harrow Series:Book #1, Nightmare House - set at Harrow in
the 1920s, the grandson of its creator has come to claim his deadly inheritance and
explore the terrifying mystery within the ancient stones and passages of the house. #2,
Mischief - Boys will be boys -- and a dark fraternity of misfits seek out Jim Hook, the
new student at Harrow Academy -- but something more terrifying is hunting Jim, as well.
#3, The Infinite - A handful of psychic investigators are called in to document the horrors
of Harrow -- but little do they know that the house is more than simply a haunted place -it may be the soul of evil itself. #4, The Abandoned -- In the village of Watch Point, New
York, in the bucolic Hudson Valley, something toxic and horrifying has leaked from the
old boarded-up mansion called Harrow. Throughout the town, people who sleep awaken
with blood-lust in their hearts -- and hatchets in their fists. A rampage of mayhem,
murder and madness begins -- and only those brave enough to enter Harrow may find a
way to stop the terror. Harrow Prequel Novellas The Necromancer - set in the 1800s, this
is the story of the young Justin Gravesend and his initiation into a terrifying mystery cult.
Isis - set right at the end of the 1800s, the story of the young Iris Villiers when she
discovers the terrible price that must be paid to speak with the dead. Look for other books
by Douglas Clegg The Children’s Hour Goat Dance Purity Dark of the Eye The Words
Wild Things Nightmare House Bad Karma Red Angel Night Cage Mischief The Infinite
The Abandoned The Necromancer Isis The Hour Before Dark You Come When I Call
You Naomi The Nightmare Chronicles The Machinery of Night Breeder The Attraction
For the Sake of the Game: Stories Inspired by the Sherlock Holmes Canon Oct 23
2019 In a sensational follow-up to Echoes of Sherlock Holmes and In the Company of
Sherlock Holmes, a brand-new anthology of stories inspired by the Arthur Conan Doyle
canon. For the Sake of the Game is the latest volume in the award-winning series from
New York Times bestselling editors Laurie R. King and Leslie S. Klinger, with stories of
Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson, and friends in a variety of eras and forms. King and
Klinger have a simple formula: ask some of the world’s greatest writers—regardless of
genre—to be inspired by the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle. The results are surprising
and joyous. Some tales are pastiches, featuring the recognizable figures of Holmes and
Watson; others step away in time or place to describe characters and stories influenced by
the Holmes world. Some of the authors spin whimsical tales of fancy; others tell hardcore thrillers or puzzling mysteries. One beloved author writes a song; two others craft a
melancholy graphic tale of insectoid analysis. This is not a volume for readers who crave
a steady diet of stories about Holmes and Watson on Baker Street. Rather, it is for the
generations of readers who were themselves inspired by the classic tales, and who are
prepared to let their imaginations roam freely. Featuring Stories by: Peter S. Beagle, Rhys

Bowen, Reed Farrel Coleman, Jamie Freveletti, Alan Gordon, Gregg Hurwitz, Toni L. P.
Kelner, William Kotzwinkle and Joe Servello, Harley Jane Kozak, D. P. Lyle, Weston
Ochse, Zoe Sharp, Duane Swierczynski, and F. Paul Wilson.
SNAFU Dec 25 2019 War is Hell... Soldiers fight to survive. They fight each other, and
they fight the demons inside. Sometimes, they fight real monsters. SNAFU collects
stories of ancient myths, time travellers, horrors in the old west... and the soldiers who
fight them. Featuring some of the best writers working in the field today. Jonathan
Maberry, Weston Ochse, Greig Beck and James A Moore lead the way, with a contingent
of emerging authors to back them up. Fight or die.
TOMES OF THE DEAD: EMPIRE OF SALT Aug 13 2021 Tomes of The Dead is a
collection of some of the very best eyeball popping, gut munching, zombie fiction
around, groaning with horror and excitement. Each book will explore the zombie genre in
new and thrilling ways. Join us in these worlds of the dead and remember to leave your
sanity by the door! The Olivers have a chance to make a new home at Salton Sea.
Looking forward to California fun, sun and adventure they are unprepared for the
ecological devastation they find. The sea is rotting, the town of Bombay Beach is dying
and the citizens are like bait, waiting to be plucked from their homes by what comes from
the sea. Beware the coming of the green, they say. Beware the coming of the night.
Joe Ledger: Secret Missions Volume One Jul 20 2019 Joe Ledger is back! JOE
LEDGER: SECRET MISSIONS collects some of Ledger's most dynamic and bizarre
short story adventures -classic reprints as well as exciting new material! From the icy
wastes of the Antarctic to the Gate of Hell in Turkmenistan, Ledger and his team are the
last, best hope that stands between the unsuspecting public and unimaginable dangers!
Stories include crossovers with Maberry's many fictional and bestselling worlds including
V-WARS (Netflix), the Pine Deep Trilogy, the Sam Hunter Case Files, Dead of Night,
and Rot & Ruin. Even if you've never read a Joe Ledger tale, this is a great jumping-on
point; and if you're a longtime fan, you'll encounter old friends and enemies - Mr.
Church, Echo Team, Havoc Team, Malcolm Crow and Mike Sweeney, Violin, Toys, and
more! And there are special treats! An insightful introduction by bestseller Peter Clines
(The Fold, 14); a collaboration with author Marie Whittaker; and a brief glimpse into Mr.
Church as he takes a rare day off, penned by the 'voice of Joe Ledger, ' audiobook reader
Ray Porter. So buckle up, lock and load, and go rolling into action with Joe Ledger!
Hooah!
House of Fear Nov 16 2021 The tread on the landing outside the door, when you know
you are the only one in the house. The wind whistling through the eves, carrying the
voices of the dead. The figure glimpsed briefly through the cracked window of a derelict
house. Editor Jonathan Oliver brings horror home with a collection of haunted house
stories by some of the finest writers working in the horror genre, including Joe R.
Lansdale, Sarah Pinborough, Lisa Tuttle, Christopher Priest, Adam L. G. Nevill, Nicholas
Royle, Chaz Brenchley, Christopher Fowler, Gary Kilworth, Weston Ochse, Eric Brown,
Tim Lebbon, Nina Allan, Stephen Volk, Paul Meloy and more.
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight Oct 15 2021 A modernization of Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight
Weird World War IV Mar 08 2021 NEW STORIES OF FUTURE WARFARE FROM

THE HOTTEST NAMES IN SCIENCE FICTION, FANTASY, AND HORROR TALES
OF THE WAR BEYOND THE NEXT What if there were a war after Armageddon? How
would the survivors emerging from World War III’s radioactive slag heaps fight in this
conflict? Would they wage it with sticks and stones . . . and sorcery? Or would they use
more refined weapons, elevating lawfare to an art and unleashing bureaucratic nightmares
worse than death? Would they struggle against themselves or inter-dimensional invaders?
What horrors from the desolate darkness might slither into the light? Wipe away the ashes
of civilization and peer into a pit of atomic glass to witness the haunting visions of World
War IV from today’s greatest minds in science fiction, fantasy, and horror. Contributors
include: Jonathan Maberry Steven Barnes D.J. Butler Brad R. Torgersen Martin L.
Shoemaker T.C. McCarthy Eric James Stone Stephen Lawson Freddy Costello and
Michael Z. Williamson Laird Barron Nick Mamatas Brian Trent Erica L. Satifka Kevin
Andrew Murphy Maurice Broaddus and Rodney Carlstrom David VonAllmen Deborah
A. Wolf Nina Kiriki Hoffman Julie Frost Weston Ochse John Langan
The Willow Files Jan 06 2021 Gather three stories featuring Willow in her quest to use
her magical abilities to save the world.
The Rule of Four Aug 01 2020 “One part The Da Vinci Code, one part The Name of the
Rose and one part A Separate Peace . . . a smart, swift, multitextured tale that both
entertains and informs.”—San Francisco Chronicle NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Princeton. Good Friday, 1999. On the eve of graduation, two friends are a hairsbreadth
from solving the mysteries of the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, a Renaissance text that has
baffled scholars for centuries. Famous for its hypnotic power over those who study it, the
five-hundred-year-old Hypnerotomachia may finally reveal its secrets—to Tom Sullivan,
whose father was obsessed with the book, and Paul Harris, whose future depends on it.
As the deadline looms, research has stalled—until a vital clue is unearthed: a long-lost
diary that may prove to be the key to deciphering the ancient text. But when a longtime
student of the book is murdered just hours later, a chilling cycle of deaths and revelations
begins—one that will force Tom and Paul into a fiery drama, spun from a book whose
power and meaning have long been misunderstood. “Profoundly erudite . . . the ultimate
puzzle-book.”—The New York Times Book Review
Kagen the Damned Jan 26 2020 Kagen the Damned marks the first installment of an
exciting new series of dark epic fantasy novels from bestselling author Jonathan Maberry.
Sworn by Oath Kagen Vale is the trusted and feared captain of the palace guard, charged
with protection of the royal children of the Silver Empire. But one night, Kagen is
drugged and the entire imperial family is killed, leaving the empire in ruins. Abandoned
by the Gods Haunted and broken, Kagen is abandoned by his gods and damned forever.
He becomes a wanderer, trying to take down as many of his enemies as possible while
plotting to assassinate the usurper, the deadly Witch-king of Hakkia. While all around
him magic—long banished from the world—returns in strange and terrifying ways.
Fueled by Rage To exact his vengeance, Kagen must venture into strange lands, battle
bizarre and terrifying creatures, and gather allies for a suicide mission into the heart of the
Witch-king’s empire. Kings and gods will fear him. Kagen the Damned
Grunt Life Jul 24 2022 This is a brand new Military SF series from Weston Ochse, an
experienced military man and author. Benjamin Carter Mason died last night. Maybe he

threw himself off a bridge into Los Angeles Harbor, or maybe he burned to death in a
house fire in San Pedro; it doesn’t really matter. Today, Mason’s starting a new life. He’s
back in boot camp, training for the only war left that matters a damn. For years, their
spies have been coming to Earth, mapping our cities, learning our weaknesses, leaving
tragedy in their wake. Our governments knew, but they did nothing—the prospect was
too awful, the costs too high—and now, the horrifying and utterly alien Cray are
invading, laying waste to our cities. The human race is a heartbeat away from extinction.
That is, unless Mason, and the other men and women of Task Force OMBRA, can do
anything about it. This is a time for heroes. For killers. For Grunts.
Fubar Apr 09 2021
Aliens: Infiltrator Jun 23 2022 The official prequel to the huge new Alien video game,
Aliens: Fireteam from Cold Iron Studios. A Weyland-Yutani scientist arrives at Pala
Station and finds the researchers there courting disaster... of the Xenomorph kind. The
official prequel to the new Alien video game from Cold Iron Studios. Dr. Timothy
Hoenikker arrives on Pala Station, a Weyland-Yutani facility. Lured there by the promise
of alien artifacts, instead, he finds a warped bureaucracy and staff of misfits testing the
effects of Xenomorph bio-materials on living creatures. Unbeknownst to the personnel,
however, there is an infiltrator among them whose actions could spell disaster. Also on
staff is Victor Rawlings, a former marine who gathers together other veterans to prepare
for the worst. As Pala Station receives a delivery of alien eggs, the experiments spin out
of control, and only the former Colonial Marines stand between the humans and certain
death. © 2021 20th Century Studios.
Burning Sky Aug 25 2022
Scary Rednecks and Other Inbred Horrors Dec 17 2021 23 tales of horror ranging from
Dark Comedic Redneck Farces to traditional Supernatural Southern Gothic. These
inextricably linked extremes run the gamut from traditional monster tales to
psychological studies...demons, devils, werewolves, cannibalism, voodoo priestesses,
UFO's... "I can't recommend this one enough...touching, chilling, hilarious, absorbing.
This is impressive." Douglas Clegg, author of Halloween Man
Aliens: Bug Hunt Nov 23 2019 Eighteen brand new stories—exclusive to this
collection—featuring the Colonial Marines in bloody conflict with the deadly Aliens.
ALIENS: BUG HUNT will send the marines into deep space, to alien worlds, to derelict
space settlements, and into the nests of the universe’s most dangerous monsters.
Grunt Traitor Jan 18 2022 THE ENEMY WITHIN! Their spies were among us for years.
They mapped our infrastructure, learned our weaknesses, until, finally, they flipped the
switch and threw us back into the Dark Ages. Only OMBRA and its battalions around the
world seem capable of defending Earth from the next wave of attack—terraforming. But
at what price can we gain our freedom? The Crays are pushing the human race to the
edge of extinction, and we will have to learn new ways of living to defeat this threat. This
is a time for heroes. For killers. For Grunts. Benjamin Carter Mason will question his
identity, his beliefs and his mission as he dives deep into the heart of an alien-transformed
Los Angeles. And in the end, he might be the last person on Earth defending not just our
lives, but our humanity.
Predator: If It Bleeds Feb 07 2021 Over the centuries, extraterrestrial hunters of the

Yautja race—also known as the Predators—have encountered (and stalked) humans on
Earth and in the depths of space. Offered here are sixteen all-new stories of such hunts,
written by many of today’s most extraordinary authors: Kevin J. Anderson Jennifer
Brozek Larry Correia Mira Grant Tim Lebbon Jonathan Maberry Andrew Mayne Weston
Ochse S. D. Perry Steve Perry Jeremy Robinson John Shirley Bryan Thomas Schmidt and
Holly Roberds Peter J. Wacks and David Boop Wendy N. Wagner Dayton Ward Inspired
by the events of the original Predator movies, graphic novels, and novels, these
adventures pit hunter against prey in life-and-death struggles where there can be only one
victor.
Blood Ocean Sep 14 2021 Kavika Kamalani is a Pali Boy, a post-plague heir to an
ancient Hawai'ian warrior tradition that believes in overcoming death by embracing one's
fears and living large. His life on the Nomi No Toshi, the floating city, is turned upside
down when one of his friends dies, harvested for his blood, and he sets out to find the
killer. Kidnapped himself and subjected to a terrifying transformation, Kavika must
embrace the ultimate fear - death itself - if he, his loved ones, and the Pali Boys
themselves are to survive.
Aliens vs. Predators: Rift War Feb 19 2022 When the Predators choose LV-363 for a hunt
and seed it with Xenomorph eggs, the result is bizarre alien hybrids and humans trapped
between the Predators and their prey. The planet LV-363 teems with exotic life, including
a plant growing in the shadows of its deep rifts. The plant’s flower yields a valuable
narcotic, and people are forced by the cartels to harvest it. When a Yautja (Predator) ship
arrives for a hunting ritual, the Predators seed the rifts with Xenomorph eggs. The aliens
emerge and the result is bizarre and deadly hybrids, with humans trapped between the
Predators and their prey. These deadly Xenomorph hybrids—some of which possess the
ability to fly—swarm out of control and may prove more than either the Yautja or the
humans can defeat. © 2021 20TH CENTURY STUDIOS
The End of Ordinary Dec 05 2020 Drew Bergen is an Engineer. He builds living things,
one gene at a time. He’s also kind of a doofus. Six years after the Stupid War—a bloody,
inconclusive clash between the Engineered and the UnAltered—that’s a dangerous
combination. Hannah is Drew’s greatest project, modified in utero to be just a bit more
than human. She’s also his daughter. Drew’s working on a new project now. He thinks
his team is developing a spiffy new strain of corn, but Hannah’s classmate and her
mysterious companion disagree. They think he’s cooking up the end of the world. When
one of Drew’s team members disappears, he begins to suspect that they might be right.
Soon they’re all in far over their heads, with corporate goons and government operatives
hunting them, and millions of lives in the balance. Energetic and bitingly satirical, The
End of Ordinary is a riveting near-future thriller that asks an important question: if we
can’t get along when our differences are barely skin deep, what happens when they run
all the way down to the bone?
That's Not My Name Jun 30 2020 A woman abducted. A frantic husband. And no one
can prove she exists…. One snowy night, in a suburban parking lot, a man finds the
quarry he's been stalking for months. And Nola Elidad finds herself imprisoned by a
strangely caring kidnapper—who insists she is his lost wife. Soon, he says—when she's
no longer sick—she will remember who she is. But Nola knows she isn't the woman he

claims … or is she? A nightmare journey is about to begin, propelling her into the
shifting shadows of her own memory…. Across town, Nola's husband of three months
must admit to Detective Lucas Conroy that he knows nothing of his bride's former life.
Nor, it seems, does anyone else—not her boss, not her doctor—or they're not saying.
Who is Nola Elidad? Somehow, Conroy must find the answer, even if his search for the
missing woman leads him into a dark past haunted by cruelty, subterfuge, and murder.
SEAL Team 666 Sep 26 2022 WINNER OF THE "FICTION - ADVENTURE OR
DRAMA" AWARD FROM THE NEW MEXICO-ARIZONA BOOK AWARDS Weston
Ochse's SEAL Team 666 follows Cadet Jack Walker. Halfway through SEAL training,
he's still green but showing incredible promise when he's whisked away to join four
SEALs—and their dog—for a special ops mission. Walker soon finds himself in a
whirlwind of otherworldly creatures and events as he finds out the true nature of this
"special ops" team: SEAL Team 666. Battling demons, possessed humans, massmurdering cults, and evil in its most dark and primeval form, SEAL Team 666 has their
work cut out for them. And it's not long before they realize that the threat isn't just
directed against the U.S.—an ancient and deadly cult has bigger plans, and Walker is at
the center of a supernatural conflict with the entire world at stake.
Robosoldiers May 10 2021 NEW STORIES OF AUGMENTED SOLDIERS AND THE
FUTURE OF WARFARE. Near future, hard science fiction, and imagined military
robotics and artificial intelligence in all domains of warfare (land, sea, air, space, and
cyber) over the next fifty years as only Baen can do it. The future of cybernetic warfare.
Robosoldiers. They take many forms, from disembodied AI to humanlike androids and
more. But at their cores beat the cybernetic hearts of warriors! In these stories of hard
military SF, you will journey to the battlefields of tomorrow with the veterans who have
been there and the researchers developing the next phase of battle and get a glimpse into
the future of warfare. New stories from David Drake, Richard Fox, Weston Ochse,
Martin L. Shoemaker, T.C. McCarthy, Brad R. Torgersen, and more! Contributors: M.T.
Reiten Martin L. Shoemaker Doug Beason Richard Fox Sean Patrick Hazlett Monalisa
Foster Phillip Pournelle Weston Ochse David Drake T.C. McCarthy Brad R. Torgersen
Stephen Lawson Philip Kramer At the publisher’s request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management). About the contributors: [P]rose as cold and hard as the
metal alloy of a tank . . . rivals Crane and Remarque . . .”—Chicago Sun-Times on David
Drake “Brad Torgersen can write something technical and complex, yet still give it real
emotional depth. He's one of the most talented authors I've ever read.”—Larry Correia on
Brad R. Torgersen “A well written novel that makes you consider the costs of war in very
personal terms.” —SF Signal on T.C. McCarthy “Shoemaker's story of an artificial life
coming to terms with its own emotional world finds its place among the long and varied
tradition of explorations of robot–human relations. . . . Recommended for any reader,
genre or otherwise, looking for a pleasant and engaging read.”—Booklist on Martin L.
Shoemaker
Heart-Shaped Box LP Feb 25 2020 Judas Coyne is a collector of the macabre: a
cookbook for cannibals . . . a used hangman's noose . . . a snuff film. An aging deathmetal rock god, his taste for the unnatural is as widely known to his legions of fans as the
notorious excesses of his youth. But nothing he possesses is as unlikely or as dreadful as

his latest purchase, an item he discovered on the Internet: I will sell my stepfather's ghost
to the highest bidder . . . For a thousand dollars, Jude has become the owner of a dead
man's suit, said to be haunted by a restless spirit. But what UPS delivers to his door in a
black heart-shaped box is no metaphorical ghost, no benign conversation piece. Suddenly
the suit's previous owner is everywhere: behind the bedroom door . . . seated in Jude's
restored Mustang . . . staring out from his widescreen TV. Waiting—with a gleaming
razor blade on a chain dangling from one hand . . .
A Hole in the World Oct 27 2022 Preacher’s Daughter Saves The World When a town in
South Dakota USA disappears only a drunk, an old Indian, and a truck driver notice.
Investigators decide all three of them are crazy. Only they aren’t, and they all swear that
there was a town there that no one remembers. Then the same thing happens in England.
A town is gone but no one in the entire country will even acknowledge that it ever
existed. Only one old bishop tries to impress on his local MP that he has missing
constituents, and a member of the Black Dragoons—a clandestine military unit dedicated
to protecting the country from supernatural threats—investigates. Soon, the Black
Dragoons and Special Unit 77—their American counterparts—are working together to
figure out what is exactly happening. Preacher’s Daughter is on the case, and she won't
stop until she finds some answers. England will never be the same again...
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